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‘When it comes to finding peace, no stone should be left unturned. Art and culture work from the street level up, and are often one of the only safe spaces where voices for alternative action can share their vision and build momentum for peaceful change. From the role music and the arts had in the struggle to end Apartheid, to the healing power of resistance theatre in Palestine, art and culture should never be underestimated as a driver of change’. Archbishop Desmond Tutu about the work of In Place of War
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About In Place of War is a support system for community artistic, creative and cultural organisations in places of conflict, revolution and areas suffering the consequences of conflict. We listen to creative communities and respond by providing innovative, do-it-together solutions for grassroots challenges, sourced from our global community of change-makers. Our community spans over 100 grassroots community organisations with a collective reach of over 60 million people in Africa, Europe, the Middle East, Asia and Latin America. Our work over the past thirteen years has been about responding to the needs identified by those on the ground. They have the local understanding, connections to the beneficiaries and are working where international intervention can not happen (such as the drug cartels of Colombia). IPOW’s tailored support ranges from: • organisational development • creative and social entrepreneurial training • organisation and space development training • distribution of equipment • training and capacity building • advocacy and policy recommendations championing the grassroots international development sector • performance and showcase opportunities • mobility of change makers across the world • the co-creation of creative spaces in places of conflict
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INTRODUCT



ION



In Place of War as a project started somewhere between the year 2000 and 2004. Originally inspired by the creative talent, endurance and inspiration of artists making work in the war zones of Sri Lanka, it shifted from hunch that other conflict zones would have similar artistic endeavour to an actual research project in 2004 with our first large funding success - and what was originally a 4 year plan to document and help artists learn from the different examples of practices from war zones internationally. And since 2004 - through the metamorphoses that have slowly changed In Place of War into what it is today - that principle of insisting that expertise is located in the experience of those creative individuals, groups and communities living in site of violence and disadvantage, has remained at the heart of our work. Today In Place of War still works to harness the creative skills of diverse communities and help their knowledge inspire countless others. Of course the world has changed dramatically since the early part of the 20th century. If 2001-4 was preoccupied with the aftermath of September 11th and the ‘wars on terror’ that produced so many terrors in their wake, today we have the protracted drawn out horrors of the post Arab uprising period, and the isolationist populism that is Europe and the US’s response to the tragedy and human flight that has resulted. The work of artists in these contexts has been more dispersed, more concerned with basic safety and sometimes more angry and resistant. In Place of War has responded 4
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by continuing to work with different groups and communities internationally - and it has prioritised helping create more sustained practices through our free to use educational programmes that draw on international artists’ expertise, on building and learning from creative spaces in sites of conflict, violence and disadvantage and finally by offering a platform for performing artists to reach new audiences. All these examples seeks to support an eco system that enables creative artists and creative communities to continue to thrive in their different dynamic responses to the challenges they face - and sadly are likely to continue face in the next years. All this work is now developed with an amazing small team based in Manchester and the UK and with countless partners internationally. We hope this report gives an insight to both the exciting achievements in the last year, and also the opportunities and plans for the years ahead.
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HE YEAR T F O S T H IG L HIGH In 2016 we have worked with 1,000+ young people from diverse ethnic, religious and socio-economic backgrounds in twenty countries who use art to address issues such as terrorism, war, peacebuilding, poverty, human rights abuses, LGBTI, indigenous rights, censorship, gang violence, refugees and limited opportunities for youth. We have engaged NGO, government, academic and intergovernmental sectors in our work, working with around twenty grassroots partner organisations in fourteen countries.



AND N O I T A C U IPOW ED RIALISM U E N E R P ENTRE Delivery of the Creative Entrepreneurial Programme in Algeria, Egypt, Jordan, Morocco, Palestine, Tunisia. Built new partnerships with cultural institutions across Algeria, Egypt, Jordan, Morocco, Palestine, Tunisia. Translated the programme into Arabic Train the trainer programme in Egypt (with trainers from Algeria, Egypt, Jordan, Morocco, Palestine, Tunisia) Malta, Johannesburg and Cape Town in South Africa. Development of an online platform in English and Arabic housing over 500 resources. Production of new 120 new video resources on cultural spaces.
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OBILIT Y M D N A N IO T C PRODU • Voices of the Revolution – a music collaboration with 15 female artists from sites of conflict under the direction of Errolyn Wallen. Artists came together for three weeks in the UK and created new music performed at three large UK festivals, Ronnie Scotts and Pop Brixton. A recording of the Voices of the Revolution. https://www.youtube. com/watch?v=T_jxuJrSE2s • The Power of Hip Hop Exchange academic conference and public events at RichMix, London, bringing 20 international grassroots hip-hop artists and academics to the UK from across the world. • Production of over 70 new videos for the IPOW Youtube channel, sharing ideas across the world: https://www.youtube.com/user/InPlaceofWar • Production of a documentary about African Woman Arise, from the township of Makokoba, Zimbabwe for VICE: https://www.youtube.com/ watch?v=uWtO296772o • Uganda recording project with six famous UK and German artists, collaborating with indigenous hip-hop and traditional musicians across Uganda. • Nasafi cultural spaces networking events in Rio, Sao Paulo, London and Manchester involving over 200 grassroots/community cultural leaders and change makers from 6
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across the world. https://www.youtube.com/ watch?v=G2qjeFQw1pU&feature=youtu.be • An album of 10 new tracks recorded with famous UK hip-hop artists and artists from the Makokoba Township in Zimbabwe released in early 2017 with The Orchard. • An album of 15 new collaborations recorded across Uganda. • Create Film Festival - Co-curation of four film screenings with Syrian, Kurdish, Congolese and hip-hop communities in Manchester. Over 800 people attended the events. http://filmhubnwc. org/in-place-of-wars-create-film-festivalevaluation/ Annual Report



PAC CULT URAL S



ES



• Over £250,000 worth of equipment collected and stored in Manchester. • Two Nasafi International Grassroots Cultural Spaces network meetings in Brazil and the UK including 200 of cultural practitioners and managers from 30 countries. • Shipping of radio and music equipment to establish the cultural space in Palestine. • Two IPOW cultural studios set up in Uganda



R AN T AWARDS & G



S



• UK Government – pilot of the Creative Entrepreneurial Programme in the MENA region • Network for social change grant • British Council - South Africa • Create Film Festival grant • Letters of support from Archbishop Desmond Tutu and Lakhdar Brahimi • Arts Council England for Voices of the Revolution.



RESEARCH • Evaluation of Debate to Action, UK Government • Strategic review for the Anna Lindh Foundation • Evaluation for Creative Entrepreneurial Programme in the MENA and SA • Nafasi cultural space mapping and research
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NS PRESENTATIO



A selection... ‘The power of Art, mobility and entrepreneurship in places of conflict’ Houses of Commons, UK Parliament ‘Unlocking Creative Social Enterprise in the EuroMed’ presented at the Mediterranean Forum of the Anna Lindh Foundation, Malta. Primavera Pro, Barcelona ‘Art countering extremism.’ Sea Gate Festival, Tunisia ‘The power of citizen journalism’ Un-Conference Hub - Zimbabwe ‘Music for Change’ SOAS, London ‘Create Film Festival’ BFI, London ‘Art as a tool for change’ Guns to Goods, Manchester. ‘Art for change’ Cambodia Living Arts Conference ‘How art changes the world’ The Coalition, India ‘Art In Place of War’ Movies Convida, Brazil 8
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IN FOCUS AWA African Woman Arise is a 23 young old hip hop artist from Makakoba township, a suburb of Bulawayo, Zimbabwe. AWA uses hip hop to talk about the everyday struggles for young women in Zimbabwe. Her music discusses issues, such as rape, teenage pregnancy, prostitute, abuse, domestic violence and poverty. As a political activist she was detained for protesting against President Mugabe and was subsequently fled to Germany where she was granted asylum. In Place of War first met Awa as part of the Makakoba Project, collaborative recording sessions between international artists and local artists from the Township. The album will be released by the Orchard in 2017. Impressed with her musical talent and her passion to break boundaries as a female rapper, In Place of War continued to support Awa through the making of a documentary telling her story. AWA: Zimbabwe’s Rap Queen was released by VICE, was viewed over 70,000 times and won an award at the Arts and Humanities Research Council Film awards. In 2015 she performed at Shoko Festival in Harare, Zimbabwe’s capital and in 2016 she collaborated on IPOW’s Voices of the Revolution project which included performances at Ronnie Scotts and a number of UK festivals. She won the best female hip hop artist award at the ZImbabwe Hip-hop Awards and has been nominated for an Index on Censorship Award for her human rights work.
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Brenda Nalule In Place of War first met Brenda in Kampala, Uganda in 2015 when she was a participant in IPOW’s creative entrepreneurial training. Brenda has an organisation called ‘Mpenjja Vulnerable Children and Single Mothers’ where she trains women in crafts, making, design, fashion, permaculture and shoemaking. She said that the Creative Entrepreneurial Programme gave her hope and the skills and ideas to continue to build her organisation. IPOW is supporting Brenda with equipment and training four women from Mpenjja to be trainers of the Creative Entrepreneurial Programme.



MC Benny MC Benny is a farmer and beekeeper in northern Uganda. From the profits he makes from his agricultural business, he and his hip hop crew deliver hip hop workshops in prisons as part of the prisoners’ rehabilitation. He is completely unfunded and works with 6,000 young people each year. In Place of War started to work with Benny when he attended the creative entrepreneur programme training in 2015. Since then In Place of War have collaborated with Benny through a collaborative album, capacity enhancement through mentoring of proposal writing and the donation of music studio equipment. There are also plans to deliver the creative entrepreneur training in the prison and to donate more equipment to Benny enhance his current work. 10
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Palestinian House of Friendship The Palestinian House of Friendship is an NGO that seeks to promote the values of democracy and empower young people to become leader based Nablus on the West Bank. In Place of War begin working with the organization as part of an education pilot project in the Middle East in 2015. Members of the Palestinian House of Friendship team were trained by In Place of War to teach the creative entrepreneur programme which was subsequently taught to young people in Nablus. In 2016, In Place of War secured funding to continue the partnership and enhance capacity at the Palestinian House of Friendship. In 2017, In Place of War will ship music and radio equipment, train local people to use the studio and resource local staff to continue the delivery of In Place of War’s entrepreneurial programme. In addition to this, In Place of War in collaboration with the Palestine Music Expo will facilitate new performance opportunities for emerging and established artists from Palestine.
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IN NUMBERS



AWARDS & GRANTS



Awarded of six grants from donors including, the British Council, the Arts Council and the Stanley Thomas Johnson Foundation for work in South Africa, UK, Palestine. Letters of support from Archbishop Desmond Tutu and Lakhdar Brahimi



Invited guest presentations at



events including UK Parliament, TEDX, Europe, Africa and Asia reaching over 30,000 people.



RESEARCH Production of two evaluation reports for UK Government and Anna Lindh Foundation. New Cutural Spaces and Organisation Development Programme created with over new resources.
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Mobilised over 50 artists and cultural producers from South America, the Middle East, Africa, Asia and Europe on cultural exchanges and collaborative projects in the UK, Palestine, Uganda and Brazil.
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LOCAL CAPACITY ENHANCEMENT REACH Working with 100 grassroots cultural organisations who reach



£250,000 worth of equipment collected and stored in Manchester.



Shipping of radio and music equipment to establish the cultural space in Palestine.



50



one-to-one mentoring programmes delivered to enhance the professional development of local cultural producers. Shipping of music equipment to establish new cultural spaces across Uganda.
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Thank-you to all our donors. Without your support, our work would not be possible.
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